Understanding of values has played a significant role throughout the European integration project.\(^1\) Under pressure from both economic and foreign crises, contemporary Europe continues to experience difficulties regarding the comprehension and implementation of generally accepted values in daily political life. Such difficulties are not, however, new and can be approached through useful historical case studies. Finland’s entry to the Council of Europe in 1989 as the last country outside the Soviet European hemisphere has received relatively little academic attention, despite its usefulness as a case illustrating how nations fully or partially under Soviet influence began to draw closer in their relations to Western value understanding. The topic is naturally mentioned, but seen as a part of the wider process of Finland consolidating its relations to the political and economic integration of Europe;\(^2\) the history of Finnish foreign policy has generally been broadly studied, or has focused specifically on the media.\(^3\) Jorma Kallenautio has suggested that the Finnish entry into the Council of Europe was a highly significant affair; not only did Finland for the first time enter, in addition to certain United Nations conventions, into a binding treaty on international legislation, but this was also carried out with reduced procedural process, thereby creating a precedent for further entries into international organisations and especially to the European Union.\(^4\) However, it is interesting how even Finnish foreign policy scholars have tended to forget both the part played by the presidential elections in the Finnish application process and how the entry was, above all, about embracing Western European core values.

Values are a logical way to grasp the ideological discussion since, as the argument goes, the Western international community is based on liberal political values such as human rights, civil liberties and political rights. As a result, only a state basing its political system on these rights and following the rules and norms can gain acceptance
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in the eyes of this community, practically socialising it into the institution. As such, the key values the Council represented even provide the definition of a rightful state from a European point of view and which are essentially the issues promoted to non-member states of such a community.\(^5\) However, as Teija Tiilikainen has argued, even the underlying idea of European integration contrasts with the various distinct political traditions of Europe which understand the political role of the individual and the state differently; for instance in the Finnish case, the approach to European integration was heavily state-oriented, as was the Finnish tradition in foreign policy decision-making.\(^6\) In the subsequent development, membership in the Council of Europe is seen as a sign of approval of the Western community before any membership of major organisations, such as NATO and the European Union.\(^7\)

This article sheds light on how the values of the Council of Europe, probably one of the most value-oriented international organisations in Europe, were discussed in the Finnish political landscape when the Finnish entry to the organisation became a topical issue, and also examines the response of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe.

All in all, this qualitative approach is expected to provide an answer to the question of the extent to which the Finnish value-related political discussion was influenced by the domestic political culture and its topical issues, and to reveal national distinctions in the discussion. By so doing, one historical and national empirical case study can help to explain the complexity of a decision to join an international organisation in an era of polarised international relations. The values of the Council of Europe originate from its statute, adopted in 1949, of the organisation promoting ‘individual freedom, political liberty and the rule of law, principles which form the basis of all genuine democracy’.\(^8\) When joining the Council, Finland had to define its own relationship to the statute of the organisation. As such, in this paper the qualitative approach emphasized the referring to the concepts of freedom, liberty, democracy and also sovereignty as parts of the political argumentation and value-oriented discussion. By pursuing the analytical approach described, the attention turned to the national discursive struggle as to how membership is interpreted and explained and subsequently transformed as a new narrative on the national foreign policy approach; the discursive approach has gained more attention as a way to explain the national po-
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political conceptualisation of European integration as well as to analyse the possibilities of the discursive context.⁹

The source material used features four contrasting main types of historical records: the archives of the ministry of Foreign Affairs (AMFA in references) dealing with the membership discussion and thus providing a number of reports, letters, memoranda and minutes of officials within the ministry, the debates and parliamentary papers of the Parliament of Finland, eduskunta, the debates of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe and finally the writing in the printed news media; these sources are critically examined in order to pinpoint value-related commentary and discussion of different key political individuals and groups. After the introduction, the focus turns to the ministry of Foreign Affairs and to its value deliberations.

The longer perspective on the rush to Strasbourg in 1987-1988

Despite its manifestations as a supporter of pluralism and democracy, during the Cold War period Finland leaned somewhat to the East in foreign policy. The key reason for such a foreign policy approach was the Agreement of Friendship, Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance (YYA Treaty) with the Soviet Union, the agreement that had influenced the Finnish foreign policy agenda since 1948 and which was rhetorically frequently emphasized and referred to in different Finnish political forums; certain publicly presented ideas, such as proposals to improve relations to certain Western international organisations could meet with a critical reaction and arguments of anti-Sovietism. The Finnish domestic political sphere emphasized and implemented multiparty democracy, but the exercise of foreign policy remained a politically sensitive issue, mainly reserved for the President of the Republic due to experiences of the first decades of the Cold War. Urho Kekkonen, President of Finland (1956-1981), had been able to create good personal relations with the Soviet Union and was instrumental in the formation of different governments through his extensive constitutional powers. Similarly, the exercise of foreign policy had originally been constitutionally assigned to the President and this orientation was reinforced during the Cold War years, with different governments accepting a specific orientation in foreign policy specifically intended to keep Finland out of trouble in her foreign policy. The policy of non-alignment and maintaining a neutral position was a way to distance Finland from the polarised relations of the rival blocs, but the existence of the Agreement

efficiently limited interest in seeking modes of co-operation with the West which the Soviet Union might consider hostile.

The accession to the Council of Europe formed one example of a potentially dangerous political manoeuvre. In 1986 the Soviet Ambassador had warned the Finnish government of the potential effect of membership on neutrality, since the Council of Europe had originally been geared towards the communist ideology. If the Soviet Union were to reject membership, the implications could be significant. A similar idea had been behind the fact that Finland had not applied for membership during the early years of the Council. The YYA Treaty dated back to 1948, the same year when the key events leading to the establishment of the Council of Europe had taken place. For instance, in Britain the different forms of ‘Western Union’ had been envisaged to provide co-operation between countries creating a geographical and mental barrier against Communism and thus helping to protect Western civilisation, predominantly a value system supporting individual rights and multiparty democracy. In 1948, the future of Finland was more or less linked to the further development of Finnish-Soviet relations. With the Soviets critically disposed towards the Council of Europe, it was no wonder that Finland did not even attempt to join. Times changed, but it took a considerable amount of time. The Council of Europe was no exception as an organisation the Soviets considered too Western; the Finnish membership accession process of 1958 to join the OEEC was buried for similar reasons. NORDEK, a joint Nordic effort to create economic co-operation, was likewise turned down in Finland in early 1970 due to its close contacts with the EEC, an organisation the Soviets despised. The process of joining the Council of Europe was related to economic issues, but it was predominantly a straightforward matter of taking a major ideological step towards the West.

In 1987 Finnish membership of the Council of Europe had for some time been an occasional topic in Finnish political discussions. Finland had traditionally refrained from entering any such international organisation that could weaken its militarily non-aligned and politically neutral international position, a position it considered extremely important for its foreign policy approach. This policy was dictated mainly by the presidency given his position as leader of foreign policy. This traditional approach to Western European international organisations, on the other hand, had already begun to crumble.

Despite the cautious foreign policy approach, Finland had not totally distanced itself from the Council. For instance, its parliamentarians had participated as obser-
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vers in the sessions of the Parliamentary Assembly since 1963. At that time, however, it was perceived in the government that membership could have an undesirable effect on the Finnish foreign policy position. In 1976 the ministry of Foreign Affairs re-evaluated the matter and found the Council to be free from conflicts of interest between super powers; as such, no obstacles were seen to Finnish membership, but the political will to apply for membership was lacking and the traditional policy was continued. A few years later, in 1982, membership was again discussed both in Parliament (eduskunta) and the government. President Mauno Koivisto, however, was not yet ready to embrace membership at the time.  

In the 1980s the political and economic integration of Western Europe confronted Finland with the question to what extent Finland should follow the development within Europe; standing aside was not considered a good option. It is important to remember that in the latter part of the 1980s Finland was struggling with its increasing trade deficit; the Soviet trade had experienced a significant reduction and Finland needed to create new export opportunities. Jorma Kallenautio argues that this worked as a key catalyst for Finnish re-evaluation of Western European integration, a process that was, according to Juhana Aunesluoma, dominated by pragmatism. As a sign of the changing times, Finland had become a full member of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) in 1986, representing a more difficult part in the Finnish reorientation towards Western Europe. Finland had been an associate member of EFTA since 1961, through the FINEFTA agreement. That early step towards Western economies had likewise been influenced by relations with the Soviet Union, as the Eastern superpower had initially been rather reluctant to approve such a free trade treaty without the Soviet Union having a similar arrangement with Finland. Through personal relations between the Finnish and Soviet leaders the Finnish interest in strengthening its economy was eventually approved. In the early 1980s full membership in EFTA was achieved with rather little advance consultation with the Soviet Union. This was less related to a different foreign policy approach and more to a simple expectation; the Finnish position in EFTA was unlikely to change dramatically with full membership. Membership of the Council of Europe represented a softer issue in terms of foreign policy tradition. EFTA represented economic connections, unlike the Council of Europe, which featured potential changes in other areas within the Finnish legislation. This would manifest itself in the political discussion.

If the Council of Europe had been an occasional topic in politics, it seemed to continue on the same path when the issue re-emerged in spring 1987 briefly in Parliament. The failed motion was followed by a publicly widely noted call for membership from the CEO of the then major company, Nokia. The press was cautiously
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positive, but it was noted that the key issue was to strengthen trade relations, not to participate in the political integration of Europe.\textsuperscript{18}

This creates the starting point for further discussion, since the changing times suggested that the momentum for change of foreign policy approach existed. There are two main notions: first, the Finnish dominant long-term foreign policy discourse emphasized that there was no need to apply for membership mainly to avoid any indication that Finland was relinquishing its non-aligned status; and secondly, the economic discourse started to increasingly address the need to move Finland closer to the Western European integration process. These two notions clashed with the changed international discursive context.

Since 1986, the Soviet Union had shifted its position towards the Council of Europe. The relations between the various Socialist countries and the Council were increasingly improving in the era of Mikhail Gorbachev. Hungary stressed the need to improve relations to the Council and frequent contacts had been made. For Finland this meant that if the country was to try to join the Council, it was possible that the Soviet Union would not try to refer to the existence of the YYA Treaty and oppose Finland’s accession. Furthermore, the representatives of the Council had been active towards Finland; in 1987 the representatives of the Council had informed the Finnish diplomats about strengthening Eastern relations and viewed the potential Finnish membership favourably.\textsuperscript{19}

In summer 1987 the increasing domestic discussion led to a new deliberation within the Finnish government. The Minister for Foreign Affairs Kalevi Sorsa (SDP) had told President Koivisto at the end of May about an increasing parliamentary pressure to join the Council of Europe.\textsuperscript{20} The ministry’s officials also emphasized a more economy-oriented reason; the political department within the ministry of Foreign Affairs argued that the most essential argument for Finnish membership was the need to improve Finland’s ‘image’ in foreign affairs, since Finland’s current position in relation to the Council of Europe occasionally caused speculation and occasionally its position had been considered difficult to understand. Matti Kahluoto, head of political department, noted in June 1987 that there was no explicit reason why Finland should continue to stay out of the Council but considered that perhaps the issue could be returned to after the coming presidential elections scheduled for early 1988.\textsuperscript{21} In the government’s Foreign Affairs Committee the topic was subsequently discussed and it was decided that nothing had occurred to change the traditional position.\textsuperscript{22}
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The ministry’s political department took the view that although the matter was clearly raising new interest, economic integration needed more attention. Juhani Suomi, a Finnish historian, concluded that President Koivisto had shifted his position due to a similar change of attitude within the government, and most likely wanted to exploit the topic in the coming elections. Furthermore, there was not really enough [political] ‘capital’ to promote Finnish membership of the Council as one official, Risto Veltheim, noted. Nevertheless, the discussion on membership had begun, and this discussion was even viewed as a positive broadening of the traditionally inclusive foreign policy decision-making.

Nevertheless the Council of Europe was not taken to represent an economic aspect of European integration, but rather to represent a step towards embracing certain Western common values. However, the entire value discussion was mostly absent, besides the acknowledgement that the human rights aspect was important; membership of the Council was perceived as a pragmatic way to enhance the image Finland projected of itself to the rest of Europe.

A change in the presidential discourse leads to a turn: reactions and practical issues

Membership was nevertheless set aside until after the presidential elections at the end of January 1988. As such, it was somewhat surprising, at least for the general public, that the incumbent President Mauno Koivisto, formerly a Social Democrat Prime Minister, decided to politicise the issue during his campaign for re-election and said that the membership could be reconsidered in near future. The statement received attention also because not only was there a presidential election imminent, but Koivisto had also rejected full membership in December 1987. The tactical nature of the move was underlined by the fact that Koivisto used the opportunity to stress the nation-wide audience; on the same day he had given an interview to a newspaper with a significantly smaller outreach, and at that time maintained a calmer position on Finnish membership. It was a response to a threat from the political centre. One week earlier, in an interview for the quality daily Helsingin Sanomat, the Finnish Centre Party’s presidential candidate, Paavo Väyrynen, had proposed that Finland should seek full membership in the future, calling the current relationship ‘unnatural’. This was later interpreted to have influenced not only Koivisto’s change of mind, but also to have prompted a similar reaction from another presidential candidate, Harri

Holkeri (National Coalition Party, NC).\textsuperscript{27} Because of that Koivisto’s statement was widely regarded as surprising among officials and politicians – also in the ministry of Foreign Affairs – and interpreted to be related to the election campaigning.\textsuperscript{28}

After Koivisto’s remarks, there was a sudden shift in the atmosphere. The role of the President in the exercise of foreign policy had been a dominant feature for years, and as such, the President’s changed position influenced different sides of the political field. For instance, the conservative Minister for Foreign Trade Pertti Salolainen (NC) quickly changed his position.\textsuperscript{29} Salolainen’s remarks were noted in the left-wing newspaper \textit{Kansan Uutiset}; it appeared that the paper understood the Finnish desire to ‘Westernise’ its foreign image despite the fact that the Council of Europe was a product of the Cold War.\textsuperscript{30} Support for Koivisto’s changed stance was not universal. Another presidential candidate, Kalevi Kivistö, who represented leftist party Democratic League of the Finnish People, warned of endangering Finnish national self-determination by joining the Council instead of considering wider European co-operation.\textsuperscript{31} Mauno Koivisto duly won the election and started his second term as the President on 1 March 1988.

The ministry had started to work with the issue after Koivisto’s public comment. Matti Kahiluoto proposed in a memorandum on 8 April 1988 that Finland should apply for membership; one of the reasons was the discussion on the Finnish ‘image’ in international relations that had raised critical questions in different situations. Furthermore, the political significance of the Council was deemed rather symbolic in politicians’ comments.\textsuperscript{32} This indicated an interest in presenting the membership with a low a profile as possible. In the West and North of Europe the Finnish plans were viewed positively; this happened, for instance, in Denmark.\textsuperscript{33} The officials of the Council had likewise noted the positive discussion regarding Finland’s membership and the Secretary General of the Council of Europe, Marcelino Oreja, was willing to make an unofficial visit to Finland.\textsuperscript{34}

The government continued to align itself behind Koivisto’s new position, as the Soviet Union had not rejected the Finnish membership, considering the decision as one for the Finns themselves. On Friday 22 April 1988 President Koivisto and the government’s Foreign Affairs Committee officially decided to start negotiations with
the Council of Europe about possible Finnish membership. President Koivisto apparently divided the political integration into hard and soft parts; full membership of EFTA represented the hard part and was more difficult. As such, membership of the Council of Europe represented the soft side of the co-operation and Koivisto felt disinclined to handle the soft side because it could result in problems with the hard side. He nevertheless had, in his own words, thought that ‘we would proceed slowly, but nevertheless proceed we would’ (Original in Finnish: ‘liikkeelle lähdetään hi-tasti, mutta lähdetääninpä kuitenkin’).

The issue did not receive immediate attention in Parliament. Outside the plenary hall, on the other hand, Arvo Aalto, chairman of the Communist Party of Finland (CPF), immediately turned down the government’s decision as a way to reduce Finnish neutrality. The leftist newspaper also dubbed the membership ‘Westernisation’, like Finland’s EFTA membership, fearing a loss of national sovereignty. Several other newspapers were on the other hand positive towards membership; the quality periodical Suomen Kuvalehti considered the lack of stir in political discussions unsurprising and called for new advances in relations to the EC after accession to the Council of Europe. Other party leaders supported membership and it was generally perceived that the decision to join the Council would not alter the long-term foreign policy position despite the claims by the CPF chairman.

What had happened was that the changes in discourse at the top level in Finnish foreign policy immediately led to an impact on other political forums. This was not surprising given the strong position of the President not only in constitutional terms but as a most prominent figure in Finnish foreign policy. As most of the parties were in favour of membership, the domestic political forum was ready to employ a similar change of discourse. This was proof of major presidential influence in the Finnish foreign policy discussions.

As a counter-argument against leftist fears of loss of sovereignty, Harri Holkeri (NC), the Finnish Prime Minister, insisted that membership would not harm the long-term policy of neutrality and urged forging stronger cultural ties to Europe. Yrjö Hakanen, the chairman of the Communist Party of Finland – Unity (CPFu), had said that Finland should not join the Council before the Council would accept the Socialist
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states as members and the one should strengthen the Finnish human rights policy with better employment measures and other domestic policies.\textsuperscript{41} The idea of first making the Council’s core values as pan-European as possible also started to emerge in the left-wing discourse. It appeared that the political discourse among the more radical left noted the apparently broad support for membership but tried to reflect own ideas as much as possible.

Generally speaking, the pan-European discourse was a part of the pro-Soviet vocabulary. The Finnish left-wing political sphere had disintegrated in 1986. As a whole, this side of the political spectrum entailed various groups, only some present in Parliament; CPFu, the Communist Party of Finland, the Democratic League of the Finnish People (DLFP) and the Democratic Alternative (DA). Despite ideological differences, attitudes towards membership of the Council of Europe were similar in the various left-wing factions, as general convergence with the West was criticised. Furthermore, different left-wing groups shared the use of the pan-European vocabulary that linked the policy to the YYA Treaty.\textsuperscript{42} Given that the Socialist political groups had a significant influence in the domestic political sphere, it was not surprising that the pan-European theme became important; if not employed, other options to portray the membership as an erroneous solution were limited.

In the parliamentary forum the decision-making drew criticism when the Foreign Affairs Committee studied the government’s report on its foreign policy activities in 1987. The Committee issued a memorandum in early May 1988 and two leftist members, Jarmo Wahlström, who was chairman of the CPF but representing the DLFP in Parliament, and Ensio Laine (DA), objected to the government’s Foreign Affairs Committee decision to start membership negotiations with the Council of Europe on the grounds that it was carried out with wrong procedure and contrary to the system of government. Otherwise the Foreign Affairs Committee had approved the government’s intention to seek membership of the Council.\textsuperscript{43}

The Council of Europe reacted positively on Finnish membership. On 27 May 1988, after a series of negotiations, it was announced that Finland would be invited to become a full member of the Council of Europe; the formal procedure of the Council stated that the Council would invite states as members instead of states applying for membership directly.\textsuperscript{44} Simultaneously Finland stated that it was ready to embrace ‘the principles of the Council of Europe as laid down in Art. 3 of the Statute and is willing to collaborate in the realisation of the aim of the Council’.\textsuperscript{45}
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In Parliament membership of the Council now attracted criticism and support, the latter being the dominant feature. However, Parliament was also ready to address membership and as the Speaker Matti Ahde (SDP) noted in June 1988, European integration was one thing among many other foreign policy themes that had clearly started to arouse interest in Parliament, a feature rather new in Finnish foreign policy. This hinted a possibility of a change in the Finnish discursive context, and a potential for parliamentarisation, a phenomenon that would not be surprising since the foreign policy parliamentary debates had become increasingly challenging to the executive power, for instance in Britain in the 20th century. This, however, had little impact on the parliamentary aspect.

Generally speaking, the Parliament of Finland discussed membership of the Council of Europe and the idea of the values it represented in a rather ‘West European’ way; their existence was not contested and the debate concentrated on pragmatic issues, for instance on the question of harmonising the Finnish legislation with human rights and to the ideological rift between politicians. Furthermore, the way in which the government had suddenly taken a new kind of decision without first discussing the matter with Parliament drew criticism. The common understanding of democracy was present. During one debate at the end of May 1988, Ensio Laine, one of the dissidents in the Foreign Affairs Committee, criticised the ‘superficial’ handling of Parliament’s Foreign Affairs Committee that, according to him, resulted in a de facto expression of support for membership of the Council. The critical attention given to human rights may sound surprising, but in the context of the 1980s it was not; Finland strongly emphasised the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), a process that had started in Helsinki in 1975 and which stressed the human rights aspect, but which was also accepted by the Soviet Union. This gave the leftist MPs a chance to utilise arguments related to the pro-Soviet approach. Accusations of ‘Westernisation’ belonged to a similar political vocabulary employed to endorse the pro-Soviet line.

In the only vote that concerned attitudes towards membership, Wahlström and Laine tried to criticise the overall positive attitudes towards membership through a vote, but with no success. Parliament rejected their motion by 143 votes to 15, with 41 abstentions. This indicated significant and broad parliamentary support for membership, sparked by the President’s individual comment during an election campaign. Johannes Virolainen MP (CP) even pointed out later that although he personally was not enthusiastic about membership of the Council of Europe, he was ready to trust
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the President and the government in this matter and recommended that Parliament take a similar position and carry on preparing for membership. This membership, however, represented the final step before more caution was needed as the political integration to Europe would move closer.\textsuperscript{50}

**Accession proceeds**

The accession process continued at quite a rapid pace within the ministry of Foreign Affairs. In their own examination, the preparatory group of officials confirmed the reduced political role of the Council, and improved opportunities for co-operation with the Socialist countries. Interestingly the EC was seen as a direct rival to the Council; this development, however, had clearly helped to present the Council as a more politically neutral organisation.\textsuperscript{51}

A group of Finnish parliamentarians representing different parties visited Strasbourg in September 1988 and the human rights aspect was prominent in the discussions.\textsuperscript{52} For the Council’s officials, the positions of the Finnish main parliamentary parties were important, and consultations were held during the visit about attitudes in general. In the discussions between the leading rapporteur Friedrich Probst and a group of Finnish parliamentarians, ‘the general feeling was that Finland had too long been absent from the family table’. The documents reveal that even the two Socialist members (most likely indicating Esko-Juhani Tennilä (DA) and Esko Seppänen) representing two different leftist parties had appeared to be satisfied with the information that the sovereignty of Finland would not be undermined by membership.\textsuperscript{53}

In the meeting, a first term Esko Seppänen MP (DLFP) had expressed fears about a possible Finnish further alignment towards the EC; he also asked Marcelino Oreja, the Secretary-General, whether a more pan-European co-operation organisation, like that proposed to Oreja by General Wojciech Jaruzelski of Poland, should be established. Oreja rejected this idea in terms of it leading to an unwanted change in the Council’s values.\textsuperscript{54} The leftist MPs were able to discuss the idea of a more pan-European Council in different forums, but if the membership had strong supportive consensus, the actual effort to directly influence the values was non-existent. In public this discussion was not reported.

The Council seemed to emphasize its Western-oriented value position, but on the other hand the Finnish officials were quite open about the communist influence and the Finnish ability to apply for membership. One official told rapporteurs, who were a group of Council representatives assigned to study Finland’s eligibility, that the
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Communist Party in Finland had weakened and this helped to create broad parliamentary support for membership. As for the Council’s opinion, during a conversation with Minister for Foreign Affairs Sorsa, Harald U. Lied, one of the rapporteurs, rejected the idea of having Socialist countries as members despite the improved cooperation with them. Why? Because the understanding of democracy was simply too different. This indicated that the Council was not willing to completely relinquish its political aspect.

The Council of Europe’s different bodies, the Parliamentary Assembly and the Committee of Ministers unanimously approved Finnish membership on 1 February 1989. Finland was expected to join the organisation on 5 May 1989, on the 40th anniversary of the founding of the organisation. It is important to remember that Council representatives had been active at the diplomatic level, giving a positive signal. The report of the rapporteurs was overwhelmingly positive; not only were the Council’s requirements met but the Finnish ‘spirit of internationalism’ was noted and applauded. The Conservative Lied, one of the rapporteurs, estimated that the acclamation was the only appropriate response to Finland; an issue that would remove ‘a longstanding anomaly’ from the Council. Finland was simply a part of the ‘European democratic area’. In the session of the Parliamentary Assembly Finland membership was approved unreservedly after a brief discussion.

John Wilkinson (Conservative), a British representative, noted that Finland ‘wholly fulfils the strict criterion of our organisation which we rightly so jealously preserve’. Wilkinson viewed the Finnish accession as a sign of better times in terms of plural democracy in Eastern Europe. As the Council of Europe and its current presidency represented ‘the evangelist of democratic ideals and the rights of man…’, the behaviour of the USSR, for instance the fact that it had not invoked the Agreement of Friendship, Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance in case of Finnish accession, seemed to suggest that times were changing. Finland, furthermore, seemed to be an ideal member state, especially in terms of human rights. Even though Finland was a neutral country, it was still committed both to human rights and to the democratic tradition of Europe. It appeared that the Finnish membership application was, above all, an indication of success for the Western political sphere. There was no discussion regarding the Finnish domestic political sphere; the values of the Council were there to be embraced instead of analysing the potential need for a review.

On the Finnish side, President Koivisto was able to inform Parliament at the opening ceremony of the new Diet on 3 February 1989 that Finland was about to join the Council of Europe; this appeared as just another issue during fundamental changes
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in Eastern Europe. Koivisto’s comment regarding membership indicated how the membership application was handled with very limited parliamentary process. In 1988 Parliament had debated the issue briefly in relation to broader foreign policy issues, but the policy to join the Council as a single and only topic had not been introduced for debate; Parliament would have its opportunity to stress the policy later in spring, but it was evident that its approval would only provide the ‘rubber stamp’.

The leftist MPs continued to address the wider pan-European ‘option’, although the actual question of how a pan-European organisation could be formed without Finland first entering the Council remained unclear. For instance, MP Esko Seppänen tried to insert a clause into one government motion featuring policy towards the Council of Europe which would have entailed an obligation to advance broader pan-European co-operation should Finland join the Council of Europe, but this motion was voted down. Within the political left wing, there was also support: DLFP approved the membership, limiting the amount of opposition.

Nevertheless, the government presented its motion to have Finland join the Council of Europe to President Koivisto on 3 March 1989. The motion emphasized the Council as a forum to strengthen pluralism and relations other than ones dealing with trade. On the same day the government motion was presented to Parliament. The MPs debated the motion on 8 March 1989. Ensi Laine (DA) was the only representative to oppose the Finnish entry into the Council; he considered the Council to be linked to the political blocs and dominated by NATO and the EC countries.

Prime Minister Holkeri (NC) insisted that membership would not mean integration into Western Europe, an issue clearly considered important, and emphasized that entry would not mean a loss of Finnish sovereignty or the loss of Finland’s long-term foreign policy position. The schedule was tight and the parliamentary process had to be quick: Ensi Laine’s aim, articulated in Parliament, to postpone the handling of entry until the Finnish translation of the Convention on Human Rights, missing due to lack of time, would become available, was bypassed with the government’s procedural manoeuvre. The report by the newspaper Etelä-Suomen Sanomat did not speak well for Parliament’s abilities to exercise foreign policy decision-making; the government had given the motion to Parliament’s Foreign Affairs Committee, and it ‘had to hurry up’ since it was already decided that Finland would join the Council in May. This was a fairly well-grounded interpretation, as the process seemed to be so rapid that Parliament played only a minor role.
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To sum up, given that the government motion had included the Finnish translation of the statute of the Council of Europe, it was interesting that the Statute’s phrase ‘spiritual and moral values that are the common heritage of their peoples’ was taken somewhat for granted in the Parliament of Finland; as been discussed in media, in politics and within the Council of Europe, Finland had met the requirements for some time already.\textsuperscript{66} The Finnish MPs considered themselves representatives of true parliamentary democracy. The discussion on human rights also supported value principles similar to those the Council represented. Its underlying theme was the political value of including all European countries in one co-operative pan-European organisation; it expressed the value of working together to achieve common goals and to remove the borders but still to continue to uphold the distinct national cultural features. In this sense the Finnish accession to an international organisation cannot be perceived as a way to increase democratisation, as has been argued to be the case among many other nations seeking membership of an international organisation.\textsuperscript{67}

On 18 April 1989 the Parliament of Finland agreed to join the Council; 121 MPs voted in favour and four voted against, all of them representing the Democratic Alternative party. More surprising was the fact that 74 MPs were absent, portraying uneasiness with the perhaps too rapid desire to join the organisation, despite the known challenges to the Finnish legislation. The decision was not just about joining an organisation. As Ilkka-Christian Björklund (SDP), one of the newly elected Finnish representatives to the Parliamentary Assembly, noted, European integration as a whole was a means to strengthen the European identity and the economy in the face of worldwide competition. The Council was linked to the tools to nurture that identity but also it played an important role in relation to the European Community, an organisation with considerable influence over European trade.\textsuperscript{68} Finland joined the Council of Europe on 5 May 1989. Otherwise the Finnish MPs were adjusted to the Council’s tradition in terms of values, as could be expected, since the domestic discussion did not challenge the core values.

### Conclusion

The Finnish historical evidence gives reason to argue that the value-related political discussion was an underlying theme when deciding on joining the Council of Europe; the Finns felt confident that their political system was compatible with the Council, but it was more important to avoid domestic political turmoil by rejecting any possible sign of further European political and economic integration. This was achieved by emphasizing more preferred issues such as a change in the times, the role of cultural
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co-operation instead of ‘hard issues’ and the encouragement of issues the domestic left-wing politicians deemed important, notably the rhetorical desire to broaden the Council’s scope of membership. If economic co-operation was pursued in other arenas, membership of the Council of Europe represented an ideological step of moving closer to the West. All in all, the Finnish case illustrates how a nation under different international and domestic pressures comes to an agreement on a change in foreign policy tradition. In this case it was a combination of an opportunity to press ahead with the matter but at the same time to try to uphold the consensus-oriented approach. The process did entail an opening of the traditionally hidden foreign policy discussion, but the role of parliamentarisation continued to be a limited one in the early phase of the wider process that would take Finland towards European economic and political integration.